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Page 11:
"AGENT 1: So what? Many Christians attend churches and
synagogues every Saturday and Sunday.
AGENT 2: Well! They are not suspected as those who attend
the prayers in the Mosque. You know!
AGENT 1: But this is a discrimination, you and I know it. Not
everyone should be under surveillance. And not every Middle
Eastern have to be suspected. There are many decent
American Arab citizens.
AGENT 2: Well. Orders are orders! Agent! We are not judges
we are only FBI Agents.
Internet communication in rapid modern times makes readers
look for short and concise articles and Novels. This book is a
voyage for two minutes with the writer to enjoy this mental
trip into imagination.
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The author is an Arab American scholar, writer & professor of
sociology. Dr. Yahya has four children and ten grandchildren
and live in Lansing Michigan, USA.....
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One Act Play
Persons
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FBI Officers: AGENT 1, AGENT 2. Chief AGENT.
The father: Abdul Rauf- in his 40s.
The Mother: Maryam 30 Yrs old
The Daughter: Samah – 16 Yrs old
The two kids:Samir 12 and Hanny 10 Yrs old.
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The play is a translation from “Asifat al-FBI” The
tempest of the FBI Arabic version. After the case
was revealed, and the father were taken to jail,
Abdul-Rauf was in serious situation were he faces
criminal Justice court for an alleged murder case of
his daughter. The FBI was involved in a
surveillance covered the nation for terrorism,
directing FBI efforts toward Abdul-Rauf, the store
owner in black community at Chicago. For twenty
years Abdul-Rauf was a decent citizen, semi
religious man believed in his heritage, norms and
tradition.
He often sees his three kids: Samiha 16, Samir 12
and Hanny 10, because he leaves before the wake
up, and comes late after they sleep. His excuse that
he owns a grocery shop, and he has to take care of
business to support his family needs.
The play, however describes the tragedy of a
family, caused by the daughter, who acted as
American young lady, lived in free environment and
learned American ways of life. few meetings with
all the family members, especially the period where
Samah entered her 16 birthday.
Samiha was in love with Demetry Sharkuf, a senior
high school student. A football player. And a role
model for all girls in the school. Samiha admired
Demetry, and they got acquainted in a Hallaween
Party at the school.
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The case background:
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However, what the daughter experienced was far
from imagination of her parents. She was fully
Americanized, in terms of relations with the other
sexes. She was under psychological factors push her
away from home, which always forces her to act
saying or doing according to certain rules and
regulation. Traditionally rejected from young
people who like to get the best in life.
Abdul’s family was poor in a small village in
Lebanon. As a refugee from Palestine his father was
watches repairers in Haifa-Arab City near Tel-Aviv.
In 1948 he was forced for family security to flea
north where some of his relatives live in Lebanon.
As an Arab from the Middle East, Rauf was put in
profiling aliens files and FBI surveillance under the
Patriotism Act and Home Land security rules. The
investigation show that Abdul Rauf was no terrorist,
but in criminology science he can be categorized
under honor killing crimes. Which is common
committed by families have old cultural traditions
like the Middle East.
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The One act play is five chapters. The first
describes the FBI headquarter meeting. The second
chapter shows the family at home, the third shows
the father concern about his 16 year daughter, the
forth chapter describes the tragedy, the fifth
concludes the play, where the FBI reported the
tragedy.
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Chief AGENT : The team leader officer; (entered
the office and took his place around the oval table,
with a paper in his hand. (Four other agents were
taking place.
AGENT 1 and AGENT 2: What’s up!?
Chief AGENT : A new assignment. (He distributed
the to the papers agents.)
Agent 1: (unfolding the paper) His eyes read
loudly:) AbdulRauf Muhammad, 1661 Greenfield
Ave, this is good ”continuing reading” So we have
to finish the work before end of Friday, 22 of
February 2005.
Chief AGENT: Right.
AGENT 1: Is this the only assignment we have for
this group today?
Chief AGENT: So far, yes. But there is another list.
(He puts his hand in his coat inner pocket. And
provide it for the group)
AGENT 2: (Looked at the paper), Oh God! All
these name too.
Chief AGENT: Primarily the Abdul Case is the
primary one, When you finish this case, you may
proceed to other cases. But I want to remind you of
the new instructions. You are serving the national
security and Patriotism Act.
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CHAPTER ONE
[An office at the FBI Headquarter Building]
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AGENT 1: You know, I don’t complain, but don’t
you think that we crossed the line concerning justice
rules by violating citizen’s human rights and civil
privacy laws
Chief AGENT: Orders are clear, these instructions
came from above. And the National situation
confirm the need for surveillance may be for a short
period of time. We are in a war situation, and some
enemies are living among us.
AGENT !. But what about calling us for testimony
by the congress?
Chief AGENT: The testimony will call your
superiors not you. You only executives to do the
job.
AGENT 2: This is a good point Agent. These
assignments Came directly from the Main
Administration Office, from the National Security
Advisor Office. Out task force is getting orders
from not making them.
AGENT 1: I understand, but why Abdul Rauf?
AGENT 2: {went to the right side of the office and
pulled a file] OK, read all the details here!.
AGENT 1: [Takes the file, opens it flipping pages]
Oh this guy is a shop owner, a Middle East grocery
shop, originally Palestinian, has certain activities
with charity services with the Mosque, and sent
amounts of money to Lebanon.
Chief AGENT: goes to the corner of the office,
prepare for himself a cup of coffee offering to
AGENT 2, you want one?!
AGENT 1. [AGENT 1. Was still revising the file.]
No. Thanks. I will do it myself later.
AGENT 2: Yes please, black, no sugar.
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Chief AGENT: What do you think so far?
AGENT 1: It seems to , the guy has nothing to do
with National Security. He’s legal alien, an
American citizen since 1985, paying taxes on time,
for the last fifteen years.
AGENT 2: Well, orders are orders.
AGENT 1: There is something wrong with this guy.
What is it?
AGENT 2: Yes all what you say is true, but I think
there is something wrong. We have to discover it.
AGENT 1: here is more! He got married seventeen
years ago, has a daughter 16 years old, two sons
eight and ten, with no criminal records,
AGENT 2: Read more about his origin.
AGENT 1: [Flip the paper of the file] OK, he came
from Lebanon, I see now, he should be suspected of
Hizbullah , and may be a member.
AGENT 2: Well! If not a member, he’s a supporter.
See the copies of the checks donated to the Mosque,
he donated a large amount last month.
AGENT 1: Oh. I see, the largest check amount does
not exceed two hundred Dollars.
AGENT 2: This guy might be dangerous, no one
knows, and no one expect how these Middle
Easterners act. Read more about him. Page 6, he
attends almost all prayers, and never missed Fridays
prayer.
AGENT 1: So what? Many Christians attend
churches and synagogues every Saturday and
Sunday.
AGENT 2: Well! They are not suspected as those
who attend the prayers in the Mosque. You know!
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AGENT 1: But this is a discrimination, you and I
know it. Not everyone should be under surveillance.
And not every Middle Eastern have to be suspected.
There are many decent American Arab citizens.
AGENT 2: Well. Orders are orders! Agent! We are
not judges we are only FBI Agents.
AGENT 1: So, the assignment is clear. We have to
know more Abdul, to be sure that no danger may
comes from him. He’s a terrorist, until proved not.
Right!
AGENT 2: Right! We will install ears dropping
devices ASAP,
AGENT: Car, shop, and home.
AGENT 2: Right. Let’s end this meeting.
Chief AGENT: brings the coffee to AGENT 2, and
announced the meeting adjourn. Go for it Guys.
The first Chapter ended: The Curtains Down
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[ Time is a little after three P.M. at Abdul home, his
wife is preparing food for the family, as a Middle
Eastern woman responsible of cooking everyday for
the kids and family, the lady was singing a popular
song for Fairuz, “Zoruni Kull sanah Marrah, Haram
tinsuni bilmarrah. She tastes the food, and began to
bring the spoons, dishes, and forks to the dining
table. She is looking outside through the kitchen,
and the two kids entered the room. ]
HANNY.(10 years old) Hi Mom,
SAMIR (12 years old): Slamu Alaykum . Mama.
MOTHER: alaykum salam Samir, you’re a good
boy, talk in Arabic.
HANNY : What about me Mom? I am good too.
MOTHER: yes Enta Kuwayyes, but not straight,
what Hi Mom means, you should say like we taught
you before.
HANNY: [Arguing] Why Mom? OK salam
Aleeekum.
MOTHER: wa Alaykum al-Salam, Now you’re a
good boy. Wash your hands before dinner. Your
sister soon will be here.
HANNY: OK Mom, no need to say that three times
a day. [Both boys disappeared to the left side where
their rooms are.The mother continues cooking]
[The father Abdul gets home]
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CHAPTER TWO: ABDUL HOME
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Father: Oh! The food smell good, what do we have
today? Salamu Alaykum.
MOTHER: Alaykum al-Salam. You are coming
early!
FATHER: Yes. I left my cousin . [he sat on the
table] guess what?
MOTHER: a new marriage ceremony!
FATHER: yes, you guess right. We are invited for
marriage party on Saturday night.
MOTHER: which family this time?
Father: Abu Ibrahim, his son is going to marry.
MOTHER: I heard, Ibrahim and his mother were in
Lebanon, last week.
FATHER: yes you are right. The boy listened to his
parents. He’s a good boy.
MOTHER: yes, I knew Ibrahim when he was five
years old, yes he’s a good boy.
FATHER: you know I wished him to our daughter,
but she still young. Where’s samah? Did she come?
MOTHER: she will be home……soon!
FATHER: I am taking ablution. [goes to the
bathroom, have ablution for prayer.]
MOTHER: [ pouring the food in a large dish,
Maqloobah and calling the Kids:] Samir, Hanny,
come and eat.
Hanny appears: Mom.... just say dinner is ready.
MOTHER r: I will never be American like you!
Hanny: Mom.. its so easy, just say: Dinner is
Ready.
MOTHER: OK, Abu long tong. Where’s Samir?
Samir: I am here! Moma! [takes his seat on the
table, the father came out of the bathroom, both kids
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jumped to their Dad, hugging him then sat on their
seats]
Hanny: Let’s eat Mom. I am hungry.
MOTHER: Samah is not here yet.
FATHER: you are right! One more minute, your
sister will be here! [The father stood up, went to the
window] Samah will be here in a minute.
Samah: [Samah entered the room] hi Mom! High
Dad. [She hugs her mother].
FATHER: There is no Salamu Alaykum!
Samah: Dad….what’s the difference? Hi or Salam,
for me it looks the same.
MOTHER: No! Samah, it’s not the same, it’s not
our language. It’s different.
Samah : Why different Mom? ….[She approached
the table and kissed her Dad on the cheek. ]
Samah, whom you were talking to After the bus
stopped?
Samah: Nothing Dad. No one!I was talking to no
body.
FATHER: OK…. Yalla sammu,[say the name of
God-Bismillah] We were waiting for you! [They all
sat around the table and began eating.]
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[a large room saloon, the father watching “Iqra’
religious Channel, and the Mother enters the room
with coffee tray. She provides on cup to her
husband]
MOTHER: Abu Samir! Let me tell you that with
your doubts about Samah, you will force her to
leave.
FATHER: What do you mean? I am always telling
her to be a good girl. We did not come to America
to loose her.
MOTHER: Yes you are right, but you are tough
sometimes on her.
FATHER: You know…… this country is not ours,
and its culture is not our culture. Our kids are our
responsibility. Do you want your daughter to skew
out of home and have affairs before marriage?
MOTHER: But our daughter is still young.
FATHER: Damn America, I should not come to
America in the first place.
MOTHER: Why do you say that, America is good ,
and everything is available life-wise. And our kids
are healthy and at schools free, the bus comes every
morning to take them to school and bring them back
home safe. This cannot be possible in our village.
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CHAPTER THREE: In the guest room
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FATHER: But our daughter is not young. She’s 16
years old. And in the high school. I married you
when you were 13. Don’t you remember?
MOTHER: I do! But Samah looks innocent. And
you have to understand that America changes young
people. Especially the kids. I am sure, Samah is
innocent girl, and will not ashamed us.
FATHER: Innocent. You don’t know anything. See
daughter of Abu Salim, she married a Jew.
Daughter of Abu Salman Married a Christian.
MOTHER: I heard, but our daughter is different. I I
heard in both case, they were in love. I know that
you refuse the idea of enter-marriage but these kids
cannot be controlled in the new country.
FATHER: Love…. With a Jew…. And Christian?
You are crazy, woman!
MOTHER: but our daughter is so gentle and keeps
our manners. And she listens to me.
FATHER: I wish I send her home to live with her
grandmother, before she bring shame to the family.
MOTHER: If Samah goes home, I will go with her.
FATHER: If any thing happened, you will be
responsible. I am warning you. If there is something
wrong, you have to tell me. Or..
[ Samah entered the room, Dad and Mom stop
talking]
Samah: What, you stopped talking as if the devil
arrived.
FATHER: Why are you consider yourself the devil.
Daughter!?
Samah: But as if…. Because you stopped talking
when I entered the room, suddenly.
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MOTHER: Your Dad is worried about you!
Daughter!
Samah: Worried… I am a responsible girl. Mom!
FATHER: If you are responsible girl, why don’t
you answer my question.
Samah: Which one? You asked me many questions
every time. And I answered you!
FATHER: I asked you about the person you were
talking to after the bus left.
Samah: Oh! That! You know…Dad…. Do you
think he’s my boy-friend?
FATHER: What do you mean ….Boy-friend?
Samah: Dad…. [She looked at
her Mom]
Mom….what’s going on?
MOTHER: You know your Dad has given a word
to his brother at Lebanon.
Samah: Mom…. I told you! What are you talking
about? I told you before.
MOTHER: You will marry Hisham, you cousin in
Lebanon.
Samah: Mom….. This is America! People don’t
marry their cousins…… they fall in love, decide for
themselves, engaged and then married.
FATHER: Samah… the American way in marriage
is not for us. And we follow our tradition and
culture.
Samah: [Looked at her Mom, for support, but Mom
did not give any sign of support] Dad…. Please
listen to me!
FATHER: I will not listen , you have to listen to
me. I am your Dad, and I know what’s good for
you!
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Samah: [Looks angry] Dad …. You remind me of
Arab culture and Indian films.
FATHER: Samah…. I am not joking….. it’s a
serious matter. A matter of honor. You will never
understand if you become fully Americanized in
matters of marriage. I told my brother, and it’s final.
Samah: Dad…. But we are in America, and I am
beautiful….. and to tell you Dad…. I am really in
love with my boy-friend.
FATHER: What are you saying?.... You don’t listen
to what I said…….(he slapped her on the face]
MOTHER: Please Abdul….. No…. [calling her
daughter to leave the room] Samah… leave the
room. [Samah leaves the room crying]
FATHER: I have no Daughters, say no to their
Dads.
MOTHER: Calm down, Abdul….. please…. Let’s
discuss the matter in modern ways.
FATHER: Woman… what modern ways you are
talking about? She said she has a boy-friend and in
love with him.
MOTHER: Don’t believe all what you heard. May
be she’s teasing you!
FATHER: This matter is serious, Maryam.
MOTHER: we have to wait to know how this
matter goes. I will talk to her. Take your coffee……
and everything will be alright.
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[On the kitchen table, Mom as usual preparing
dinner about four P.M. The two kids around the
table and Dad joining them]
FATHER: where’s Samah, she’s late today. She
should be here fifteen minutes ago.
[Knocking on the door- One of the kids opens the
door]
Samah [Samah gets in, with a big smile] Guess
what? I have news to announce.
FATHER: sit down on the table…. Damn it. You
were late fifteen minutes.
Samah: Dad…. Mom….. I am leaving …. [She got
inside, after one minute she got her bag and said:]
Dad… Mom…. We decided…. I mean…. My
boyfriend and I decided to live together.
FATHER: send the bag to your room, daughter of a
dog. Now.
MOTHER: Talking to Samah] Are you crazy?....
[tells the two kids to go out…..] what are you
saying? You lost your mind, for sure! Where are we
in all this? You are destroying your Dad and Me.
Are you joking? Samah!
Samah: No Mom…… I am not joking , my boyfriend is waiting outside.
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CHAPTER FOUR: The News
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[Dad hurried to the kitchen, took a knife, and
attacked Samah, he stabbed her many times.
MOTHER: Abdul……. Oh God….You killed her.
Samah: Oh Dad…. You killed me…… You killed
me Dad.
[Dad and Mom stood in the center like stones, while
Samah was falling down on the floor.
[Curtains Down.]
CHAPTER FIVE: In the FBI Van
[The Two FBI AGENTS speaking to each other]
AGENT 1: The Guy is a terrorist, alright. Not
against America, but against himself.
AGENT 2: We thought he was, but I think he’s
normal criminal, let’s send a squad to capture the
terrorist and recommend sending him to
Guantanamo Bay.
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[Curtains Down]
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PQRSTUV اPQXTYZ اP[\]\^Z\[`ت اabU \لd
ا

 ورات   إء ااث ا

Arab American Encyclopedia-USA - Hasan Yahya
About the author
Dr. Hasan A. YahyaeQfS `درiZاja[ kld \رmآjZا
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ro PQwاjmXx اyU\v[ eivz .1944  [`مkQblvo – `o`S  أ[^`لkU `X`S لjqU ro jZو
PQ{دردV اPRv^^Z اk^| `}w\اmd`م اS أPQXT~Z اPZ اro PSTQUV` اSjX P]رjU
،`}X و داPQXTYZ اP~vZ اro  ا`زة
ً U`d وتTQX PYU` ro جTz وPQ^`}Zا
`QvYZرا]`ت اjZ\م اvX ود،`نavX ]\S SjiZ اPQv آkU \يXTmZ اQهmZ\م اvXود
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Professor, Dr. Hasan A. Yahya is a Jordania American
writer originally born in Palestine. He's the author of
American Arab Encyclopedia (AAE), the Honorary
Committee Member of the Arab & Muslim Writers
Union-(A&MWU), the Dean of the Arab writers in
North America, an SME Expert , and president of
DryahyaTV. He’s an Arab American writer, scholar,
poet and retired professor of Sociology. He graduated
from Michigan State University with 2 Ph.d degrees.
He published 100 books plus (65 Arabic and 35
English & Bilingual), and 500 plus articles on
sociology, religion, psychology, politics, poetry, and
short stories. Philosophically, his writings concern
logic, justice and human rights worldwide. Dr. Yahya
is the author of best selling book: Crescentologism:
The Moon Theory, and Islam Finds its Way, in
English, and 28 Arabic Short Stories in Arabic, all on
Amazon, Createspace and Kindle. He’s of
encyclopedic nature in knowledge, an expert on Race
Relations, Arab & Islamic cultures. His main
interested in Philosophy, Religion, World affairs and
global strategic planning for the purpose of justice
and human rights. www.dryahyatv.com From his
quotes: "No body is perfect, mentally or physically"
and "If people loose their dignity, No one may
imagine what they are capable of doing to regain it.
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`تSx\Z`X ~`نQQU PSx وPYU` kU PS\XTmZ ادارة اro \راةm( ودآTQml`^Z)ا
PYU`qZ اkU `رنi^Z^`ع اmx اv[ ro \راmآjZ و}`دة ا،1988 ة [`مjfm^Zا
ro PX`mRZ اeZف إTU و.PQXدV اPo`fZ واSرjmZ اro ^[ .1991 }` [`مl{
kU jSjYZ اT{ وZ أ، PSTaZ اPQ^mZ^`ع واmx واZ اr^v[ z ةTQ\م آv[
PQ ^\[`تqU ] yZ و، PSQvq{ واPQXTYZ اkQm~vZ`X mRZت واx`i^Zا
`ذm]ن أ¥ وه\ ا.`S أkQm~vZ`X PSTY kS¡ دواوX وأر، `ل¢£Z mو] آ
kQ^vl^Zب واTYZ`ب اmRZ اPQY^ \[ \ وه.~`نQQU PSx وPYU` ro j[`imU
ةjfm^Z`ت اSx\Z اro PQRSTUV اPQXTYZ اP[\]\^Z§] اU وPQZ`^Z` اRSTU أro
. Tq}^Zد اX ro rXTYZاث اTmZ`ء اQdوع إTU k^|
:
Arab American Encyclopedia Publications
 !"# ا$"%&رات ا&)(' ا
./! 012  د:آ*ر,& ا-* آDr. Hasan Yahya Books :y[وTU k^| eQfS kld \رmآjZه` اTX  `م، (PSQvq{ واPQXTYZ`X) mآ
rmZ اPQRSTUV اPQXTYZ اP[\]\^Z¡ اU `ونYmZ`X ، Tq}^Z اro rXTYZاث اTmZ`ء اQdإ
آ`نTaZ اPآT ¡X`bU وPS\ث ادارfaZ اj}YUض وT~Z}«ا اZ `S}` أl]أ
: ةjfm^Z`ت اSx\Z اro eQfS \رmآjZ\ن اSvzو
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In English:
1. Moon Flowers: Poems, Tales & Politics
2. Poetry Diwan: Love, Fears & Hopes
3. Crescentology: A Theory Of Conflict
Management And Cultural Normalization
4. Crescentologism: The Moon Theory
5. Brief Arab & Muslim Ethics: For Non-Arabic
Speakers (Bilingual)
6. The Beast In Me America: Arabic Folklore, Tales,
Stories, & Poetry
7. Personality & Stress Management: A New Theory
8. Arab Palestinian & Jews: Sociological Aproach
9. Legal Adultery: Sexuality & World Cultures
10. Crescentologism: The Moon Theory
11. Islam: Finds Its Way
12. 30 Tales From Faraway Land: Middle Eastern
13. Brief Islamic History (bilingual)
14. Jesus Christ Speaks Arabic
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The Arab American Encyclopedia Publications:
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28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Arabic
Prophets Saga: from Adam to Muhammad
Al-Akhlaq al-Islamiyyah (Bilingual)
Quotes: Love & Humor (Bilingual)
Jesus is Different the Prophets History
50 Short Stories (55 words)-Bilingual
The Intruder: Bilingual
Alisha and Other Stories.
70 Very Short Stories (English)
Short Stories from World Literature (Bilingual)
65 stories for Children 3-12 , (English)
Occupation and Other Stories from World
Literature –English
85 Fables & Tales for Children 3 to 12 (English)
Naji al-Ali Art Show. A Palestinian Artist Ann
Mary Thatcher
Princess Imagination: A New Design Novel
(English)
Al-Hariri Assemblies (Maqamat al-Hariri
(English)
Water, Population and Conflict in the Middle
East.
Princess Diana Still Alive, A New Novel Design.
Ann Mary Thatcher.
Nietzsche On Christianity
Bertrand Russell: Roads to Freedom
The Dangers of the GMS:Slideshow &
Presebtation
Mental Voyage: Ernest HemingwaySuicide Story
Mental Voyage: Brief Management: Theories &
Applications.
Mental voyage: I Have the Right to be Angry
Mental Voyage Series: FBI Madness Storm , One
Act Play
Nadia: An Innocent Girl from Cairo, Short Story
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20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
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15. jSj rX أدkoFan Adabi Jadid (bilingual)
16. Protocols of Zion: Trilingual : Spnaish, English &
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Psychology
kQm~vZ`X – PQU] واPQXTYZ اPQV اQZ`YmZا
PQXTYZ`X ةTQ P28
`ل¢£Z ةTQ P55
PQ[`^mx\م اvYZ اro r^vYZ® اfaZ`ه¯ اU
rXT~Z اTRZ اev[ أ|\اء
kS`درiZ اTQ~Z PQ[ تx`d
riQabmZ^`ع اm اv[
`RSTU أkU `تS`Rd
PQXTYZ`X «آ`ءZ`]`ت اQ
PSTaZ اPYQabZ واPST^iZ اr] PST°{
PQ[`^mاPQ^mZ اro تx`iU
TY – r{`UV اTfX \انSد
TY – رjiZ\ان اSد
TY – كx\Z \انSد
PQ P[\^qU- `ن°vlZ اPزو
تx`iU¡ –  وQavZ زو`ت
rXTYZ اTYZ اkU QX2000
Z`YZ اro qZواج واZا
اجTXV واfZ`ب اmآ
واجZ واfZ اj[\ا
`رaRvZ r{`³ أ: ²vi[ يTaآ.
®Z`Zط اTZ ا/ `ت وQdTlU
TaZ¶ اZ`Uا]م و
`ل¢£Z – `ل¢V`ض اS رr{`³أ
`ل¢`ب أm – آPQZ`^Z اPvbZا
20/20`ل¢£Z r{`³`ت وأS`Rd
)`ل¢£Z) `رةfZ – أ· اPQXTYZدي اX Pvlv]
rXTYZ اTYZ اkU QX2000
QX 3000 kU T`ت –أآivY^Z واrXTYZ اTYZ`ت اX`رU
`دةYlZ واr[وZ واr[\Zا
PQXT[  T[
. PQXTYZ`X kQi¢`Z اTQ~Z : ko PQXTYZا
PSTaZ ( ص( ر]\ل اj^fU
rU] ا¹S`رmZ\ اU
 – ء أولZ وإدارة اvY^Z}`رات اU
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`نº  – ءZ وإدارة اvY^Z}`رات اU .78
تx`iU – j}`o }vZ ا.79
Z اv[ ro تx`iU .80
PQ P[\^qU – `RSTU أro rXT[ .81
`}z`ST°{ أ] ادارة و.82
¶STZ} اU ro PQXTYZة اT]V ا.83
1 – kQm~vZ`X `ل¢£Z QvYmZ اPvlv] .84
kQm~vZ`X – PQU] واPQXTYZ اPQV اQZ`YmZ ا.85
PSQvq{ اk[ P^TmU PQXTYZ`X ،QjZ ا: PQdTlU .86
PSQvq{ اk[ P^TmU PQQZ`X ،QjZ اPQdTlU .87
PSQvq{ اk[ P^TmU ، PQ{`a]`X QjZ اPQdTlU .88
– »io P^v آ55 : اj ةTQ P \نl^ jSj rX أدko .89
(bilingual) kQm~vZ`X
ةTQ PQXT[ P \نºº: iZ اo أ.90
70 ةTQ PQXT[ P .91
rXTYZ اZ`YZ اkU jw` : rXTYZ¡ اQXTZ`ر اY أ.92
. T·`Y^Z اrXTYZ ادب اkU ةTQ PQXT[  .93
r^Z`YZ ادب اkU P^TmU – ىTل و أmd ا.94
اj ةTQ PQXT[ P \نYa]. .95
PvQZ وPvQZ Z أkU ىT و أro`R]وف اTYU .96
rlZj{V اjQ} kXx ¡XواZ¡ واX\اmZ اP .97
يTY^Zء اYZ اrXV انT~Z اPZ`] ر.98
PQXTYZ`X kQl^Z اr{}^«اZ`ن اUZ¡ اSjX `تU`iU .99
¡i^Z اkXx PU ودPvQv`ب آmآ
.100
PQXTYZ`X kQl^Zي اTSTfZ`ت اU`iU
.101
Q¢ kX `ن°iS kX rd
.102
PQXTYZ`X T·`Y^Z اrXTYZدب اV اkU ةTQ 
.103
1 / r^Z`YZدب اV اkU P^TmU– ىTل و أmdxا
.104
ra\اآRvZ ادjam]x¡ اw`a¢
.105
vlU`ري وaZ اkQfQfZ اro ^`نS`ب اX
.106
ةTiaZ ]\رة ا: kQZqZ اTQlz
.107
.vlU ¶Qf· ro }`رةbZ`ب اmآ
.108
PQXTYZد اaZ اkU jw` :rXTYZ`ب اaZ`ر اYأ
.109
RQ هj^d أ. د:\رU Q{ت أx`iU52.
.110
2 /\رU Q{V x`iU \نl^
.111
. 3 /\رU Q{V تx`iU
.112
b jQ] ST : }RZ ]\رة اTQlz
.113
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|`ويTiZ\] اS : }RZ ]\رة اTQlz
.114
`aST `دم- `تQdTlU و: Tw`bZ~ال اZا
.115
\نYvU `S `}U جT أPS روا: kQld امj·
.116
kQld امjZ PS روا:²v^Z واPaQXز
.117
rS`ld اj^f^Z TQZ\دX  أ~`رP^Tz rlS`رaZم اlZا
.118
r{``ن آl~Z kSfZ`ل اizTaZأرض ا
.119
\^`ري رZ PQXTYZ`X PS روا:evojZا
.120
z`RvZ r^vYZ`ل اQZ اkU PS روا: زرقV`ن اo\bZا
.121
rZ`iaZم اlZاja[ j^d أ: rXT~^Zا
PX`X دTQlQz r{ردV اz`RvZ PS روا:¶STZ} اU ro
.122
 ل  "! ا  وا وه رة$ %&%'   )( ا
أ
.    * ا وا  آ,  آ-. /%0 1 و، 3)( ا
Paypal & ب: * ا ' ص  أو%ل ا56   ل7 ! ا8%و
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